List of Grant Recipients for Fall 2018

**Our Place Community of Hope - Exercise for Wellness**

At Our Place Community of Hope, there is a lack of incentive for participants to exercise. To tackle this, we designed and implemented a sustainable incentive program that promotes different exercise activities that will occur biweekly.

**Science Career Impact Project and Life Sciences Career Development Society (LSCDS) - Industry Team Case Study**

Industry Team Case Study (ITCS) project, presented by Life Sciences Career Development Society in collaboration with Science Career Impact Project, provides an active-learning and professional skill-building experience by collaborating on a trainee-directed project under the guidance of an industry facilitator.

**SFC x Sister Writes - Creative Writing Workshop**

Since 2010, Sister Writes has presented over 300 free creative writing workshops facilitated by award winning women writers. It has published eight literary magazines and launched them at packed community events. The success of Sister Writes is based on the wisdom and power of the participants who hail from over 22 countries and represent an intersectionality of experiences. At Sister Writes, the goal is to facilitate the expression of women who might not otherwise have participated in arts. Our world is not always hospitable to the emerging voice, but at Sister Writes they are devoted to overcoming these barriers by supporting the artistic growth of women writers.

**Trek for Teens Foundation - The Food Mission**

The Food Mission is the brainchild of three University of Toronto students who saw the immense food wastage within institutions in Toronto and the potential these items have to provide for those in need. We approached Trek for Teens - a renowned and accredited charity that raises awareness for homeless youth in local communities like Toronto. We are now carrying out weekly food redistribution drives in affiliation with businesses that will supply perishables and non-perishables to youth shelters amongst the downtown core. Our aim is to reduce food waste within the city, promote sustainability, and create an understanding of youth homelessness.